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DISCOVERY

A large block of native iron was found in 1749, on a mountain east of river Jenisei, in
between its two tributaries Ubei and Sisim. The finders were a local resident Jacob Med-
wedev and a German miner, Johann Caspar Mettich. They had just finished inspection of
a newly discovered (?) occurrence of terrestrial hematite+magnetite, when the block was

Figure 1: Three black-smiths equipped
with two sledge-hammers and constantly
bit-sharpened chisels, kept pounding of
all force, for hours on end, to extract sam-
ples of one or two pounds (Pallas 1776 &
1777, Patrin 1802). Ill: Venetskii 1983.

found on one of the highest points of the hill-crest. When
hit by a hammer, it gave a ringing tone, clearly marking
it apart from almost any terrestrial mineral. Since the for-
merly mentioned occurrence of iron ores were deemed
not economic to exploit, Medwedev felt free to secure the
meteorite for himself - unaware, of course, of its cosmic
nature. With considerable trouble, he brought the (esti-
mated) 42-Pud (687 kg) mass to his residence on the bank
of Jenisei (30 verst distant, along the traveled route; one
verst is about 1.07 km). There, it was spotted one of the
first days of October 1771, by one of the German natu-
ralist Peter Simon Pallas’ scouts, a Kazan-soldier by the
name Jacob Suleimanov. Contrary to what Pallas wrote,
the present author has concluded that Suleimanov trav-
eled under specific guidance, obtained when Pallas met
Mettich ca. September 29, 1771 (at Rudniki Karysch; see
Figure 2; also Alina Eremeeva (2006) reached this conclu-
sion.

Suleimanov chiseled off a small sample, which he
brought to Pallas, then wintering in Krasnoyarsk. Pallas
recognized the rarity of the material (the reality of ’nat-
ural iron’ was at the time a hotly contested topic, poten-
tially of economic and environmental importance), and ordered Suleimanov to go back
and pick up the full mass. Also this transport (mostly on the river, it appears) was de-
scribed as difficult, but by January 21, 1772, the full mass was in Pallas’ possession, and he
could send his first report to Johann Albrecht Euler, in Saint Petersburg (Fig. 3).

By 1794, the German researcher Ernst F.F. Chladni, used the Pallas Iron as the prime
example, when proposing the cosmic origin of meteorites. Officially, the meteorite is now
known as the ’pallasite Krasnojarsk’, where, evidently, the type designation honors Pallas.

Pallas has vividly described the trouble he had, separating samples for sending to col-
leagues. One such text is contained in his main work, Travels through various provinces
of the Russian Empire, vol. 3, 1776, another in a letter to Berlin, 1777. A children’s book
from 1983 serves to illustrate this trouble, see Fig. 1. By 1802, the French naturalist Eugène-
Melchior Louis Patrin described how black-smiths dealt blows to a heavy ax, held obliquely
to the surface; this he had seen himself, and he argued that future samples should be de-
tached by sawing.

IMILAC ANALOGY?

The Chilean pallasite Imilac, discovered 1822, is known from a huge number of
specimens, most of which are partially or fully deprived of olivine. These specimens

Figure 2: Map from Pallas (1776), showing
rivers Jenisei, Ubei, Sisim, and mines Rudniki
Karysh, Irbinskoi Savod.

were formed when a tons-heavy fragment hit the
hard desert surface, and splintered. Fragments,
which came to rest on the desert surface, grad-
ually lost the olivine, due to weathering (Figure
11). By 1987, several distant, fusion encrusted frag-
ments were found, which obviously had separated
in the air, forming a traditional strewn-field (Ped-
ersen 1987). Splinters from impact, and fragments
from the atmospheric strewn field can easily be dis-
tinguished.

When the present author visited geological muse-
ums to certify which kind of Imilac-fragments were
held, it became obvious, that fragments of Krasno-
jarsk - lying in the same vitrines - were similar to Imilac’s impact-splintered fragments -
implying a similar heritage. A more comprehensive study, involving data from about one
hundred museums and collections, support this view (Pedersen 2017).

ARGUMENTS AGAINST

1 Pallas’ prime publication from 1776 does not mention more than one fragment: the
Pallas Iron.

2 No separate collection of fragments from a strewn-field was ever hinted, least to say
published.

ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR

1 Did a strewn-field begin in the mountain near river Koxa, some 100 km South-South-
West of the finding place for the main-mass, between rivers Ubei and Sisim ? See discus-
sion under Fig. 6.

2 The absence of marks (plastic deformation) from hammer and chisel on the large ma-
jority (perhaps all) of fragments in collections world-wide. Examples are shown in Fig. 8 -
12 . Some historical illustrations, also with no clear man-made marks, can be seen in Fig.
14.

3 Pallas’ label and fragment in Lund, proving that Pallas possessed material not chopped-
off the main mass; see Fig. 15.

4 Pallas’ gift to Petrus Camper in Groningen, obviously not produced by violent ham-
mering; see Fig. 13.

5 Derek Sears’ analysis of the fragment in Leicester: ”The silicates have been removed,
probably by terrestrial erosion, to leave a single metallic network.” See Fig. 10a.

6 Pallas’ order from 1777 that Johann Caspar Mettich (then presumed working at Irbin-
sky Savod) return to the finding place from 1749, and search for more ’daylight-exposed’
fragments. For detail, see Pedersen (2017).

7 The absence of iron-group cosmic ray tracks in olivine grains extracted from center
and edge of main-mass led Yves Cantelaube (1973) to conclude that the pre-atmospheric
mass was at least 6 tons. We opine that most of this did not remain airborne.

8 Adolf Goebel’s (1866) claim that one side of the Pallas Iron shows texture compatible
with one large slice having loosened (i.e. late in flight). See Fig. 5a, b.

9 The Moscow flea-market sale 1807 of 100 kilogram of ’Pallas Iron’ fragments, known
from Paul Partsch (1843). The largest of such fragments should be the 5 kg specimen
in Vernadsky State Geological Museum, another in Oxford University. Is confusion with
Bragin possible? See Fig. 18a,b.

10 In order to explain the numerous samples in European collections, Goebel (1867)
discussed the separate find of field-fragments, but concluded that such theory was ’not
necessary’.

11 Literature and museum protocols hint that several pieces of Siberian Pallas Iron-like
material came into collections prior to 1772 (when Pallas started sending material around),
or prior to 1749 (when Mettich-Medwedev found the main mass), see Pedersen (2017).

FIELD WORK

A number of field expeditions have aimed to study the geology of the zone, and ultimately
locate where the Pallas Iron was found. These include visits by Innocent Lopatin in 1873,
by Alina Eremeeva 1978-1981, and an expedition headed by Vernadsky Institute, Septem-
ber 2016. No proof emerged for the exact find location, and no evidence for a strewn-field
of (impact-scattered) minor fragments. The terrain is, however, difficult to survey, being
located in a remote, mountainous area, incidentally a protected natural forest.

The last expedition was justified, in part, by the first analysis of numeric data for the
find-position published by Pallas; see Figure 22

CONCLUSION

In spite that Pallas did not publicly admit to be aware of multiple masses, several ar-
guments indicate knowledge of this - in particular his donation of an Imilac-style fragment
to Lund, Sweden. The pig tail-shape of the specimen he sent to his colleague in Gronin-
gen, Petrus Camper, also cannot originate in the main mass. The same can be said for
numerous other specimens with no trace of man-made plastic deformation. Derek Sears,
perhaps unwittingly, reached an equivalent conclusion.

We find that a renewed effort is warranted to locate the original find position from
1749, and to verify the existence of a strewn-field.
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Figure 3: Pallas’ letter to Johann Albrecht Euler, of January 21, 1772 (old style). The block of natural iron is said to
have been found in the mountains near the rivulet Koxa; it was covered by a ’dark, shiny varnish, which had prevented
it from rusting.’ Copyright: Archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Saint Petersburg branch.

Figure 4: Left: Goebel 1866 measured the circumference over the N-S meridian as 202 cm, that over W-E, 180 cm,
while the horizontal perimeter was 218 cm. The dotted lines indicate where, in Goebel’s opinion, samples had been
chopped off. Also in Goebel’s opinion, the plane, Western side shows where a large slice had fallen off, in flight. Right:
The carton-pierre model, generated in 1866, before the Pallas Iron was sectioned. It includes some ’reconstruction’
around the ’equator’.

Figure 5: Left & center: The cut and polished main-mass in Fersman’s Museum, Moscow. The rather plane side,
where the two halves are closest, was postulated by Goebel (1866) to have formed when a slice separated in-flight. If
true, this fragment may well remain in the field. Right: The 1.5 kg mass donated to Gustav III, Swedish king, on June
23, 1777. The opposite side of the meteorite fragment is partially smooth, yet with no sign of hammer or chisel.

Figure 6: Left & center: Samples in Hamburg, 39 and 141 gram, respectively. Earlier, the university collection
held more samples; some may have been lost during WWII. One of nine labels kept in Hamburg has a secondary text
mentioning four specimens, 141 gram, 83.5 gram, 39 gram, and 7.5 gram, respectively, two of which are evidently those
depicted here. Other labels mentions a sample of 16.5 gram and one of 1 Loth(?). A label belonging to a lost specimen,
no. 1093, mentions that ’the back-side of the sample is covered by a brown, slag-like mass.’ Right: Three of the nine
labels, evidently the oldest, are reproduced here. They are noteworthy for giving the finding place as ’mountains near
rivulet Koxa’ - which is some 100 km South-South-West of the Ubei-Sisim-location. But this claim is weak, since also
the finding place for the main-mass was initially given as ’mountains near rivulet Koxa’, ref. Pallas’ letter to Euler
(Fig. 3). How can that be interpreted ? Pallas knew the mentioned mountains well, being very close to where he met
Mettich at Rudniki Karysh (on the western side of Jenisei).

Figure 7: From top left: Vienna 25.56 gram, Vienna 101.45 gram, Peabody 1346 gram, Cardiff 200 gram, Berlin 880
gram, Jena 25.2 gram, Saint Petersburg University’s Mineralogical Museum: four samples of 15.9, 8,6, 10.7, and 4.8
gram, respectively. All appear natural.

Figure 8: Left: The 90 gram sample in Florence, dating to 1776. It is associated with a catalogue entry in Italian,
probably translated from a label by Pallas’ competitor Jacob von Stehlin (Pedersen 2017). No trace of hammer or
chisel. Right: Gifhorn, formerly Berlin. No trace of hammer or chisel.

Figure 9: From top left: Krakow 34.65 gram, Tartu 103 gram, Edinburgh 214 gram, Geneva 94.7 gram, Kharkiv 34.2
gram, Karlsruhe 71.1 gram, Parma 58 gram, Waldenburg 125 gram, Gotha 208 gram, Milan 128 gram, Jena 838 gram,
Vernadsky 35.5 gram, Saint Petersburg Geological Commission Museum 206 gram, Saint Petersburg Mining Museum
132.5 gram.

Figure 10: Left: Sample in Leicester, 46 gram. Derek Sears (1978) has concluded that ”silicates have been removed,
probably by terrestrial erosion, to leave a single metallic network.” This is inconsistent with an origin from the Pallas
Iron, and only understandable if the sample was collected separately. Right: Ljubljana, 70 gram. Again: no human
signature.
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Figure 11: Specimens of the pallasite IMILAC (cross sections 95 mm and 43 mm, respectively), found by the author
in the impact-scattered strewn-field. Morphologic similarity to the vast majority of Pallas Iron fragments hint that also
the latter were formed by impact-scattering.

Figure 12: Sample in Wroclaw, 23 gram. No trace of hammer or chisel.

Figure 13: Peter Simon Pallas’ personal gift to Petrus Camper, Groningen, 319 gram. The pig-tail structure can hardly
have arisen during hour-long hammering with sledge-hammers and chisels.

Figure 14: Illustrations of Pallas Iron-fragments published by Plobsheim 1778, Sowerby 1811, Keller 1838, and
Leonard 1836, none of which can be recognized in modern collections. All appear ’natural’. For further discussion, see
Pedersen (2017).

Figure 15: A 42.5 gram sample in Lund, with corresponding label written by Peter Simon Pallas, personally (the only
such instance, globally). The Latin text begins ”Specimina”, which is plural. This is consistent with a mass-total of 106
gram registered in 1897, implicating the loss of some 63.5 gram. The recipient in Lund may have been Anders Jahan
Retzius (1742-1821), or Erik Gustaf Lidbeck (1724-1803). Courtesy of Carl Alwmark, Lund University.

Figure 16: This is the 712 gram Klaproth fragment in Berlin, which, according to the inventory sheet, has a partially
’natural’ surface. Several other, large fragments share this quality, but with radii of curvature (of the smooth part) too
short, to explain an origin in the Pallas Iron.

Figure 17: Left: Oxford 1714.5 gram - should from the 1807 flea-market sale (see discussion in Pedersen 2013).
Partially smooth. Right: A 13 mm thick slice in Paris, weighing 1095 gram. It has arrived late (20th century?), from an
unknown source, and whereabouts of the rest of the mass is unknown. Most of the perimeter is smooth; only a minor
part is jagged. It appears unlikely that this fragment was ever part of the Pallas Iron.

Figure 18: The Rumjanzow-mass in Vernadsky State Geological Museum, Moscow, weighing 5065 gram according
to Feldman and Bessudnova (2010). It is the largest (surviving) specimen of the Pallas Iron. According to Paul Partsch
(1843), this is part of the 1807 flea-market sale. But other evidence (Kulik 1941, Komsomolskaya Pravda 2008) indicate
that the flea-market material was Bragin - another Russian pallasite.
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Figure 19: Least Squares solution for the position of Pallas Iron. For discussion, see Pedersen (2017).

Figure 20: The field season 2016 employed a variety of metal detectors. A few areas of weathered rock slopes are
open to visual inspection.

Figure 21: Left: Pointing to the hill, where the LSQ-solution is centered. Center: Samples of magnetite, hematite, and
an old forestry-ax picked up from a long-abandoned mine near ’Point Mettich’. Right: The fish-teeming rivulet Maly
Izhat, along which Medwedev and Mettich must have walked, after discovery of the Pallas Iron, and also the most
likely route for Medwedev’s later recovery of the mass.

Figure 22: Left: ’Point Mettich’ - the most likely find-position deduced by Alina Eremeeva, 1978. Right: Vladimir
Eremeev lighting a flare at inauguration of the Pallasovo Zheleso-monument, on July 31, 1981. Place and time of a total
solar eclipse !

Figure 23: From the same event: Alina Eremeeva is seen with her back to the memorial. Also, on the background
of the disk is Valeriy Kravets, correspondent for the All-Union Radio and Television in Krasnoyarsk and Norilsk.
Geologist Alexander Andreev, who participated in Eremeeva’s field-work, is in second row, seated, to the right, with
cap. Vladimir Eremeev - who joined his sister on several expeditions to Sikhote Alin - is standing, third from left,
Some expedition members did not reach the summit, but observed the eclipse from a camp near the stream Maly Izhat
(Eremeeva, pers.comm. 2016).

Figure 24: Johann Caspar Mettich’s Cyrillic signature.
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GOODIES FOR THE RUSSIAN SAVY

Since opportunities to discuss the history of meteoritics are few, I shall add a few
notes on the activities of Johann Caspar Mettich, although only of peripheral relation to
the subject of this poster.

Mettich was born at an unknown date in either Freiburg or Brunswig. He came to
Russia to work with Oberbergmeister Schönberg, at the Kola peninsula, ca. 1732. When
this enterprise was deemed fraudulent, in 1741, Schönberg and his miners spent time in
prison, after which some could return to Germany, while others, including Mettich, re-
mained in Russia. A historian at Yekaterinburg, Nikolay Korepanov, has met with Met-
tich’s name in several documents in the archive in the said city. While no document specif-
ically mentions the Pallas Iron, Mettich’s presence in the area in 1749 is indeed supported:
his first arrival to the upper Jenisei was in 1748, when he took up work at the old iron
mining plant Irbinsky Savod (the present Bolshoya Irba) and copper-mining at Lukazsky.
By 1750 he was doing graphite mining near Tomsk. In a document from 1751 Mettich de-
scribes the exceptionally harsh winter conditions, with heavy snow and inundated mines;
see Figure 25. During the 1760ies he is listed as manager at Irbinsky Savod. By 1752 Met-
tich married a Russian woman; it is not known if they had children. Alina Eremeeva has
concluded that a village Mettikhovo, 25 km South-East of Krasnoturansk, is named after
Mettich, being his likely place of residence in later years. When Pallas wrote to him in (or
briefly before) 1777, he may well have passed away; no reply is known.

Another name, mentioned by Pallas (1776) is ’captain-lieutenant Korastelev, in charge
of mining operation in the mountains near Yenisei’. Research by Korepanov shows that
Dmitry Korostelev had been a member of Vitus Bering’s second expedition (1733-1743),
being junior barge-skipper, and was, at some point, responsible for the Tamginsky works
near Yakutsk, which had been built specifically for providing the expedition with iron.

Figure 25: Grigoriy Serebryanikov and Johann Caspar Mettich on harsh winter conditions in the upper Jenisei region,
1750-1751.

Figure 26: Two maps from the time before Pallas’ travel. Rivers Jenisei, Ubei, and Sisim are marked. Courtesy of
Nikolay Korepanov.
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Figure 27: Pallas (1772, 1776) describes the mass as having a smooth surface, covered by black varnish, i.e. fusion
crust. The drawing was most likely made, using a camera obscura. Figures are irrelevant; they tend to exaggerate the
perceived size of the meteorite.


